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ABSTRACT 
For any 9 E [l, + co) a metric d, is defined on the set of states of a W*-algebra. 
It is shown that d, is the Jauch-Misra-Gibson metric, whereas d, is the Bures-Cantoni 
metric. All these metrics are uniformly equivalent. Limit properties and alternative 
expressions are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a complex separable HiIbert space, L(H) the set of continuous 
linear operators on H, and L,(H) the Banach space of the trace-class 
operators, with the norm ]] A]] r = Tr 1 Al. The space Lr( H) can be canonically 
identified with (L(H)),, the space of normal linear functionals on L(H), if to 
any W E L,(H) we correspond the functional 
w(A) =Tr(AW), AE L(H). 
In quantum mechanics, the self-adjoint elements of L(H) are called 
observables, and the elements W E LXH) such that W > 0 and Tr W = 1 are 
called (normal) states. The set of all normal states is denoted by 2. 
Several metrics have been defined on Z. The various definitions given 
arise from physical arguments [l-5] and lead to different metrics. There are 
mainly two problems to which the concept of metric has been applied. The 
first concerns the treatment of limits, as in scattering theory [l]. The second 
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is the statistical inference problem which, in mathematical language, becomes 
a best-approximation problem [6]. 
Two of the metrics defined should retain our attention: 
(1) The Jauch-M isra-Gibson metric [ 11 
VW,,W,EZ: (E,(W,,W,)=s~pITr(W,E)-Tr(W,E)I 
=su~b,(E)-~,(E)i~ (w 
E 
the supremum being taken over all projection operators E. It can be proven 
]71 that d,(Wi, W,) = ;llWi - &Ill. 
(2) The Cantoni metric d, [3]. Its original definition is extremely awk- 
ward, but it can be proven that in the case of quantum mechanics the 
following equality holds [8, 91: 
the supremum being taken over all orthonormal bases of H. 
Other interesting metrics are the metrics d,, do, d w defined respectively by 
Bures [5], Gudder [2], and Wooters [4]. However, we shall not be concerned 
with these, because the following relations hold: d B = d, (cf. [lo]), d, = 
2sin(d,/2) [4], and d, = d,/(l+ d,) [2]. 
In what follows, we shall define a class of metrics to which both d, and 
d, belong, and investigate their properties. It will follow in particular that all 
these metrics are uniformly equivalent. 
2. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF THE METRICS 
Let M be a W *-algebra and M, its predual. We recall that (Me)* = M, 
and that M, can be seen as a norm-closed subspace of M *. An element 
$J E M * is called a state if 4 > 0 and ]]J/]] = 1. The set of states is denoted by 
S. The elements of the set Z = S n M, are the normal states. The set of 
projections in M is denoted by MP. 
For any 4 E [l, + co) and any $i, G2 E S we define the expression 
d&l, $2) = sup 5 )~h3,c~1’q - 42h)1’q1q 
l/q 
’ (2.1) 
n=l 
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where the supremum is taken over ah finite families { pK: K = 1,2,. . . N} of 
mutually orthogonal projections p, E Mr such that Cf;= ipK = Z. Such families 
will be denoted by p’. 
It is easy to see that the above expression is majorized by 2. Indeed, we 
define the vectors yi E Iw N: 
(2.2) 
and use the triangle inequality for the norm (I.11 4 in R “‘: 
llY1- Yzllg Q IIY111, + llYz.llq = 2, 
from which we deduce that d,($i, $2) G 2. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. d, is a metric on S. 
Proof. If d&J/,, q2) = 0, then obviously #i(p) = #a(p) for any p E MP. 
In addition, any A E M can be approximated in the norm topology by finite 
linear combinations of projections. From the linearity and the norm continu- 
ity of the $J~‘s we deduce that $,(A) = #2(A) VA E M, i.e. #i = #a. 
Now for any JIi, $s, q3 E S and any given family 5, define the vectors 
Yi E Iw N, i = 1,2,3, as in (2.2). We have 
lIyl - Y& G llyl - Y& + liyz - Y&. 
Taking suprema of both sides for all 6, we deduce the triangle inequality 
for d 4. n 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any #1, $J~ in S, one has 
Proof. Set a = sup pEM4#1(~) - d&)1. For any fady & let P be the 
sum of the projections p, for which #,(p,) - J1s(p,) 2 0, and p’ = I - p. 
Then 
thus d,(#,, #1) G 2a. 
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Now for any E > 0, let e E MP be such that ]$i(e) - #z(e)] > a - E. Then 
I #de> - J/de) I + I #dl- 4 - ItdZ - 4 I > %I- 2~ 
from which we get dr(#,, #a) > 2~. 
(2.3) 
In order to prove the second equality, we write any A E M such that 
0 < A < I in the form A = C~Cp=(1/2”)e,,, where e,, E MP [ll]. The series 
converges in norm topology, and the #j’s are norm continuous, so we have 
h%(A) - J/,(A)I= 
IT ~lhkJ-i2Wl~~. 
n=l 
Since any self-adjoint A such that ]]A]] < 1 can be written in the form 
A=A,-AawithO<A,<Z,wefind 
sup 1(~1+z)AI~2~. 
A=A* 
IlAll G 1 
(2.4) 
The form #i - I/J~ is hermitian; hence the left-hand side of (2.4) equals 
II+1 - $211 wa P* 519 so we find ]]$i - #2]] 6 2a. Finally, if we set A = 2e - Z 
for E and e as before, we deduce from (2.3) that 
I #,(A) - #,(A) I > 2~ - k 
hence 
SUP b,(A) - G,(A)1 a 2a, 
A=A* 
IlAll G 1 
and thus ]]J/i - #2]] = 2~. W 
PROPOSITION 2.3. All nzetrics d, are mutually unifmly equivalent. In 
fact, the following inequulities hold: 
(i) Vq z q’> 1, (dJq G (dqj)(l’. (In particular, d, f 21iq.) 
(ii) Vq >, 1, d, < 2l-“qqd,. 
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Proof. The first inequality follows immediately from Jensen’s inequality 
Iff l/9’- /31/9’I9’> l&9 _ p/919, 
holding for all nonnegative (II and fi. 
In order to prove (ii), we use the inequality 
Ia - pi Q qll_w - P1’91P (2.5) 
which holds trivially for 9 a 1 and (Y, /3 E [O,l]. From (2.5) and for e + P we 
deduce 
Thus, for any p E MP we find 
MP) - J/,(P) IG &4&&J 
Application of Proposition 2.2 yields (ii). W 
It follows from Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 that S is complete with respect to 
any of the d,‘s, and that Z is a closed subspace of S. From now on, we shall 
restrict our attention to Z. 
From Proposition 2.2 we see that $,(JI,, +s) is an obvious generalization 
of the Jauch-Misra-Cibson metric. Besides, according to results in [lo, 131, for 
normal states d, is identical to the Bures metric, and generalizes the Cantoni 
metric. In particular, all these metrics are uniformly equivalent. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For any lcI1, lclz E 2 one has 
d,(J/,*J/,)=suP 
i 
C (+l(Pj)l”- #z(Pj)l” Iq)1’9y (2.6) 
jcl 
where the supremum is taken over all families of mutually orthogonal 
projections {pi: j E I} such that Cjcrpj = 1. 
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Proof. Let us denote the right-hand side of (2.6) by dG( $i, 4s). Since It/i 
are normal, one has Cj#i(p.) = Gi(Z) = 1. Defining again the vectors yi = 
(#i(Pj)l”)jEJ E Z,(J), we deduce from the triangle inequality that di < 2 
and, in particular, dk is finite. 
Obviously, d, G d;. On the other hand, if C j E ,pj = Z for the mutually 
orthogonal projections pi, from the finiteness of d: we deduce that only 
denumerably many terms in the sum (2.6) are not zero, say those correspond- 
ing to P,, p2,..., P,,... . Wesetfor NEN, n<N, 
p,“= N-l I 
P” if n<N-2, 
5 PK if n=N-1, 
I- FPK if n = N. 
r=l 
Then for a fixed N, {pt, n=1,2 ,..., N} is a family of mutually orthogonal 
projections such that Cz==,p,“= 1. In addition, one obviously has 
hm ( F (#l(pf)l’q - Gz~(P,N)~‘~ lqi’” 
N+m ,,=l 
= ~~j~il(Pj)l’q-il(Pj)l’q~q)l’q’ 
i ‘E 
Hence d, = d:. n 
The limit of d q for 4 + co is not a metric. In most cases it is 0 or 1: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let I/J~, J/z b e nonnul states, and s( #i) be the support 
Of #i* 
(i) If s(J/l) + s(&), then fimqdm d,(rC/,, $2) = 1. 
(ii) If X,J/,~J/,<X,~, for X1,X2>% then ~mq+,dq(rC,~9hJ=0. 
Proof. (i): Since s(#~)# s(Jls), we must have Z - s($,)# Z - ~(4s); 
thus #i(Z - s( 4s)) # 0 or J/s(Z - s( ql)) # 0. Suppose that the first is true. 
We set p = Z - s(qz). Then 
d;(h 4,) 2 ~GI(P)~” - 4dPYq1q = h(P) + 0. 
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Combining with Proposition 2.3, we deduce that 
d;‘q >, d, > I/&)~‘~. 
Hence limq,mdq = 1. 
(ii): For any family p’ one has 
5 l+1(P,Y9 - #a(P,Yq19 G 2 $,(P,)+% 
K=l c=l 
where A, = max{l - (l/hl)‘/q, (1/Xz)1’q - l}. Thus d, < A, and 
lim q,,dq=0. n 
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